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3 Summary
The present document presents the final version of Dictionary, as part of Work Package 2 of the Linx4Rail
project.
Based on the OntoRail knowledge engine, the Dictionary aggregates ontologies extracted from several
candidate source models that are considered for federation into the Conceptual Data Model (CDM). The
process of ontology extraction (generally based on XMI exports from Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect
tool) into the aggregated ontology allows to provide a unified knowledge graph which can subsequently
be used to establish relations between concepts originated from heterogenous models and attach precise
semantics to these relations, paving the way for the CDM federation of models (documented in D3.1).
The import of the source models into the Dictionary was also a source of multiple learnings. Although the
ontology extraction from the candidate UML models can be considered successful, it is still important to
keep in mind that an ontology extraction by representatives of the source remains the most appropriate
manner to proceed. Further, to facilitate the convergence between models, it appears important,
wherever possible, to adopt common modelling recommendations and to promote and/or harmonize in
source models the use of URIs towards publicly accessible definitions and reference materials. Finally, the
CDM being a federation of models, processes associated to the CDM Governance (documented in D5.7)
shall take into consideration the need to manage the impacts of the independent lifecycles of the CDM
and of the candidate models to fully benefit from the modelling efforts of the sector.
The Dictionary features various means of consulting and searching through the concepts imported from
the candidate source models. Although the full benefits of the visualization of the dictionary contents
would require the aforementioned harmonization of definition and references, the Dictionary contents
can be browsed efficiently with a concise view of object properties and documentation. In case of
comparison of concepts coming from different source models, this notably allows to quickly disambiguate
the nature and extent of the relation between those concepts.
The interface of the Dictionary also features a relatively straightforward means to identify and
semantically qualify relations between concepts, a functionality at the heart of the convergence efforts
required to realize the CDM vision of a federated model of models. Such candidate relations proposals
can then be managed according to the processes of the CDM Governance (D5.7) to build a consensus
between CDM stakeholders on the exact nature of the relation between the concepts. Upon agreement,
a feedback loop towards the source models can then be put in place, achieving effective progress towards
convergence. The knowledge created on relations between concepts of different source models can also
be leveraged in model transformation processes thus enabling digital continuity across domains and/or
project lifecycle phases. The knowledge created shall be made available to the general public without
barriers to access to further promote the goal of convergence between models.
With the tools in place to browse the contents of the Dictionary and to create new knowledge by relating
concepts to one another, the work of convergence can take place which is expected to require significant
domain expertise, time and efforts from the stakeholders. Associated to the CDM governance processes,
this shall enable digital continuity and thus a reduction in time and efforts of future railway projects.
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5 List of abbreviations
Abbreviation
ATL
BIM
BIMQ
bSI
CDM
CWA
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ERA
EULYNX
GB
IFC
MI
OCL
OGC
OMG
OOP
OWA
OWL
PIM
PSM
railML
RAM
RDBMS
RDF
RDFIO
RSM
SMW
SPARQL
SSD
TTL
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VPS
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W3C
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XSD

Definition
Atlas Transformation Language
Building Information Modelling
A BIM platform (web application) by AEC3; handles IFC classes and properties
buildingSMART International
Conceptual Data Model
Closed World Assumption
Enterprise Architect
European Union Agency for Railways
EULYNX is an European initiative by 13 Infrastructure Managers to standardise
interfaces and elements of the signalling systems.
Giga Byte
Industry Foundation Classes
Multiple Inheritance
Object Constraint Language, specified by the OMG
Open Geospatial Consortium
Object Management Group
Object-Oriented Programming
Open World Assumption
Web Ontology Language; a W3C recommendation. May refer to any version (OWL 1
or OWL 2).
Platform Independent Model
Platform Specific Model
Railway markup language
Random Access Memory
Relational DataBase Management System
Resource Definition Framework; a general purpose language for representing
information in the Web, published by the W3C
an add-on to Semantic Mediawiki for RDF file import
Rail System Model
Semantic Mediawiki, an add-on to Mediawiki
SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language
Solid State Disk
Terse RDF Triple Language, syntax and file format for expressing data in the RDF data
model
Union Internationale des Chemins de Fer
Unified Modelling Language (by default, version 2.5)
User eXperience
Virtual Private Server
Work Package
WorldWide Web Consortium
XML Metadata Interchange
Extensible Markup Language
XML Schema Definition
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6 Introduction
The present deliverable builds on the work done in Linx4Rail WP2, between partners of the Work Package
but also in collaboration with other Work Packages, i.e. WP3, WP4 and WP5, under the coordination of
WP1.
As the Dictionary is built on the OntoRail knowledge engine, a brief overview of OntoRail is provided in
section 7.
The final version of the Dictionary (available at time of writing at http://app.ontorail.org:5000/ontorail) is
described along the following main facets:
-

Building the Dictionary based on ontologies extracted from source models (section 8),
Browsing the Dictionary contents (section 9),
Enriching the Dictionary with new relations between concepts (section 10),
Using Dictionary contents with external tools (section 11).

The present deliverable summarizes the main characteristics of the final version of the Dictionary.
Additional information on the theoretical underpinnings of the Dictionary is available in deliverable D2.1.
Deliverable D2.2 focused on “user stories” and captures the feedback collected during the tests campaign.
As such, the Dictionary provides tools for two main use cases:
-

consultation of the railways knowledge consolidated from source models (RSM, Eulynx, IFC Rail,
X2R4, ERA Vocabulary (RINF) and Transmodel at the time of writing in March 2022),
creation and qualification of relations between concepts contained in the Dictionary in support
of convergence and digital continuity between models and as an input to build the CDM.

Interspersed through the document, learnings on various matters (CDM Governance implications,
modelling / documentation recommendations, …) are highlighted in the following manner for
convenience:
Learning:

LINX4RAIL project n°881826
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OntoRail, the knowledge engine

The Dictionary is based on the OntoRail knowledge engine, developed by UIC as an independent project.
The present section provides an outline of the OntoRail knowledge engine, subsequent sections (8 to 11)
explain how the OntoRail knowledge engine features support various aspects of the Dictionary.

7.1 Architecture
7.1.1 Overall architecture
The underlying architecture is pictured in the following diagram:

Figure 1 - OntoRail environment: Architecture and process
The OntoRail knowledge engine include at its heart a knowledge graph engine implemented over the
GraphDB graph database and a web application which provides multiple forms of access to the knowledge
stored in the knowledge graph. Import into OntoRail is done via ontologies in RDF/Turtle format. Where
required, a Python script is allowing extraction of an ontology from a XMI file to produce RDF/Turtle file
representation of a source model.
For “discussion” and establishing consensus on the proposed relations, an integration has been put in
place with GitLab in order to benefit from advanced features of forum-like discussions.
Finally, for export purposes, the OntoRail knowledge engine exposes a SPARQL endpoint and provides
downloadable RDF/Turtle files of the source models in ontology form as well as downloadable RDF/Turtle
files of the OntoRail vocabulary and of the relations created through its interface.

LINX4RAIL project n°881826
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7.1.2 Deployment considerations
Hardware requirements
•
•

currently (prototype / demo usage):
The system is currently running on a VPS with 2 vCPU, 4 GB of RAM and a 80 GB SSD.
future (production usage)
Indicative requirements as it may vary subject to number of Source models and usage profile:
o 4 CPU / 8 GB-RAM
o 80 GB-SSD

In production, having a VPS dedicated to providing a testing environment would certainly be required, for
example to introduce new features.
Software requirements
•
•

Linux system (eg Debian 10)
Docker-compose : a few linux containers (GraphDB, Flask WebApp...)

Skills in order to install
•

classical Linux system administration: shell, Docker, DevOps

Skills in order to maintain / upgrade / extend the system
•
•
•
•
•

classical Linux system administration: shell...
DevOps: Docker...
Development languages & platforms: Python, Flask, Bootstrap, jsTree...
DataBase/KnowledgeBase: GraphDB (including SPARQL)
Understanding of Ontologies

7.1.3 A note on MediaWiki / Semantic MediaWiki
MediaWiki (https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/MediaWiki) and in particular Semantic MediaWiki
(https://www.semantic-mediawiki.org/) were originally envisioned by the OntoRail project as the
underlying backend to organize the knowledge of the Dictionary but it appeared during the development
that Semantic MediaWiki was not necessarily the best option to provide the customized visualizations
implemented in the Dictionary.
The developers identified that the hierarchical tree browser finally implemented (see 7.2.3) provided
more flexibility to provide a responsive and rich unified browsing user interface over the extracted
ontologies, allowing to combine the visualization of packaging structure as well as entity properties and
documentation in one single window per source model. For visualization of the knowledge graph as a
graph, it was decided to leverage the functionalities provided by GraphDB.
Furthermore, certain limitations were identified with regard to importing RDF files into Semantic
MediaWiki. These limitations are documented in deliverable D2.1.
Overall, the current software stack documented in section 7.1.1 was identified as a better fit for the long
term needs of building a knowledge engine consolidating railways domain knowledge and enabling a
convergence between models.

LINX4RAIL project n°881826
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7.2 OntoRail Functional Modules
7.2.1 Import
The import module, not user visible at this stage, allows the import of ontologies into the OntoRail
knowledge engine. Multiple versions of the same ontology can be stored concurrently within the
knowledge graph.
Future functionality planned or considered: import of user-supplied ontologies
OntoRail supports imports of ontologies in RDF/Turtle format.
The OntoRail project also needed to develop the means to extract an ontology from the XMI exports of
the Enterprise Architect software, in particular to produce an ontology form of Rail System Model. The
resulting script was further extended for the extraction of ontologies for some other source models (see
8.1.2) imported into the Dictionary. As indicated in section 8.1.2.3, extraction of ontologies by the source
projects remains a preferable long-term solution.

7.2.2 General interface (web application)
The OntoRail web application frontend is organised around two major prominent functional modules:
•
•

A module to browse the ontologies extracted from the source models
A module to qualify and record in the graph database new relations between concepts imported
in the OntoRail aggregated ontology.

Figure 2 - modules on the OntoRail homepage
Finally, on the top row, various helper functionalities are gathered:
-

Login
Online user manual
“Exports”, aka SPARQL / downloads

LINX4RAIL project n°881826
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7.2.3 Browsing module
A unified interface is offered to explore source models, providing a concise, searchable, view over the
model packaging structure, individual classes and their properties as well as available documentation.
This interface is also hyperlinked offering powerful and efficient navigation capabilities within a model.

Figure 3 - OntoRail unified interface to explore a source model
OntoRail also offers as an alternative a graph view powered by GraphDB allowing to see concepts within
the aggregated ontology in context of the model from which they originate and also in relation to other
concepts from other models.

Figure 4 - OntoRail graph view for contextual exploration of the aggregated ontology
Finally, a functionality is offered to search for a concept across selected ontologies, facilitating the work
of qualifying and recording new relations as well as the work of identifying concepts available in
candidate models suitable for a particular use case.

LINX4RAIL project n°881826
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Figure 5 - OntoRail search functionality across source models

7.2.4 Relations management module
This module provides functionalities to create and edit relations between concepts as well as
functionalities to view and manage (including deletion) relations that have been previously recorded.

Figure 6 – OntoRail: create, view and manage proposed relations
Management of relations comes with additional features for registered/ logged-in users, notably to
provide traceability of the creation and evolution of the knowledge consolidated via OntoRail.
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Figure 7 - OntoRail : Management of proposed relations for logged-in users
As it is anticipated that the work of convergence / federation between models will be an iterative process
requiring discussion and consensus between experts of the respective models, OntoRail has been
integrated with GitLab to leverage forum functionalities where the consensus building between experts
could be traced and documented prior to recording of an agreed relation between concepts in the
knowledge graph.

Figure 8 - OntoRail: Integration with GitLab for forum for consensus building
As the relations created through OntoRail are expected to grow with usage of the tool, functionalities
helping with the filtering of OntoRail relations have been implemented.

Figure 9 - OntoRail: filtering relations
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7.2.5 Export
Ontologies extracted from source models are made available for download in Turtle format for offline
consumption.

In addition, a SPARQL interface is also available to query the OntoRail aggregated ontology. It can be
accessed with the link featured at the top of the Web Application front page.

Figure 10 - OntoRail: access to the SPARQL endpoint via the web application interface
The OntoRail knowledge engine supports SPARQL 1.1. As documented on the W3C overview page
(https://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-overview/), “SPARQL 1.1 is a set of specifications that provide
languages and protocols to query and manipulate RDF graph content on the Web or in an RDF store”. The
aforementioned link exposes GraphDB’s SPARQL query interface.

Figure 11 - OntoRail: SPARQL query interface

7.2.6 User documentation
Access to the user documentation is provided online with the link featured at the top of the Web
Application front page

Figure 12 - OntoRail: access to user documentation
LINX4RAIL project n°881826
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Building the Dictionary

8.1 Importing source models
8.1.1 Status of imports into the Dictionary
The following table presents the source models out of which ontologies have been extracted and
uploaded into the OntoRail knowledge engine.
Table 1 - status of imports into the Dictionary (March 2022)
Model name

Version

RailSystemModel (RSM)1 1.2

Format

Resulting volumetry

XMI 2.5 26 Packages
176 Classes
193 Properties
incl. 328 uml:Aggregations
incl. 189 uml:Association
10 Enumerations
8 DataTypes

Eulynx

Dec 2021 XMI 2.5 185 Packages
5301 Classes
2236 Properties
incl. 829 uml:Aggregations
incl. 934 uml:Association
180 Enumerations
8 DataTypes

IFC Rail

IFC4.3

XMI 2.5 145 Packages
742 Classes
982 Properties
incl. 220 uml:Aggregations
incl. 120 uml:Association
121 Enumerations

1

Formerly known as RailTopoModel (RTM).
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143 DataTypes

Transmodel

6.56

XMI 2.5 316 Packages
1093 Classes
3896 Properties
incl. 464 uml:Aggregations
incl. 1505 uml:Association
3 Enumerations
1045 DataTypes

X2R4

Jan 2022

XMI 2.5 22 Packages
347 Classes
1802 Properties
173 Enumerations
15 DataTypes

ERA Vocabulary (RINF)

2.3.0

TTL

18 Classes
100 Object_Properties
218 Data_Properties
0 DataTypes

As of March 2022 (issuance of the present revised version of D2.3), railML licensing scheme still prevented
the import of railML as a source model.

8.1.2 On formats of the source models
8.1.2.1 UML source models
Most of the models that have been imported to the OntoRail knowledge engine as part of the dictionary
building are available in XMI 2.5 format, in particular as exported from Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect.
Although the import routine for XMI sources as been streamlined to cover all candidate source models, it
shall nevertheless be noted that adding new sources in the future may require adaptation of the import
routine.
In essence, not all XMI exports are alike for different source models but agreeing on appropriate export
parameters (and adopting or promoting common modelling recommendations) shall nevertheless
facilitate imports of future revisions of existing source models or imports of new source models.
Learning: wherever possible, the preferred means of import of source models into the Dictionary for
federation purposes shall be in ontology form, preferably done by the source to remove any uncertainty
on faithfulness of the conversion from UML to ontology. That being said, adoption or promotion of
common modelling recommendations and, where possible, usage of common tools would certainly
LINX4RAIL project n°881826
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facilitate the work of CDM Governance for import of new versions into the Dictionary or addition of new
sources.
Another important thing to note is that UML follows the “closed world” philosophy and is not naturally
conducive to linking to external models. Nevertheless, some of the source models have historical
collaboration whereby a UML model (Eulynx) could depend on another UML model (RailSystemModel) at
the expense of relying on internal identifiers of the Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect tool. In absence of
a tool-independent reference, this allows both models to independently evolve without too many
constraints but could theoretically be favourably handled in a CDM context by replacing tool-dependent
identifiers by semantic identifiers of provenance pointing to the CDM ontology.
Learning: practical experience of collaboration between two source models being developed according
to UML models and leveraging classes defined in the counterpart model reinforces the apparent benefit
of adopting common or compatible modelling recommendations. Maintaining digital continuity during
the independent development of inter-related UML models may require, at least as an interim solution,
leveraging tool-specific permanent class identifiers that may, in the long run, be favourably replaced by
URIs pointing to semantic resources.

8.1.2.2 Ontology source models
Out of the considered source models, a single model, the ERA Vocabulary, was available directly in
ontology format for import into the Dictionary.
During the course of the WP2, the ontology published by ERA changed location from its former home at
http://era.ilabt.imec.be/era-vocabulary/index-en.html to its current home at http://datainterop.era.europa.eu/era-vocabulary/index-en.html, at the occasion of a version upgrade from 1.2.1 to
2.3.0, respectively. In the context of the long term CDM maintenance and governance, it appears
important to maintain close relationships with the owner of the source models being federated into the
CDM to be kept abreast of their progress and, possibly, to find mechanisms to preserve access to previous
versions of models / models’ documentation given the long lifecycles of railway projects.
Naturally, this event is also a tell-tale sign that due caution would be required to ensure remanent
availability of the CDM as a model or of its documentation to prevent future breakages in digital continuity
for users of CDM public deliverables.
Learning: the CDM Governance process shall find means to negotiate with source models’ stakeholders
the means to manage the lifecycle of source models and, reciprocally, shall take particular caution to
ensure remanent and stable access to the CDM model and its documentation.

8.1.2.3 Encourage source ontology extraction
As noted in the previous paragraphs, a longer-term solution towards federation of models would probably
benefit from source models being made available natively in ontology form in order to fully benefit from
the advantages of the semantic web, notably facilitating unambiguous concepts definition and intermodel linking through semantic links.
Learning: encourage / promote ontology extraction by the source models themselves and corresponding
publication of the CDM in an ontology form.
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8.1.3 Faithfulness of imports
As mentioned in deliverable D2.2:
Positive feedback was received from Eulynx and RSM representatives. No formal feedback
from ERA on the ERA Vocabulary although the import is directly from an ontology so the
import is by nature faithful to the source.
No formal feedback received from other sources, some of them are not directly represented
in Linx4Rail.
Learning: CDM Governance needs to incorporate into its processes some means to acknowledge imports
of versions of source models. Ideally, source models in a native ontology form shall be preferred as the
import into the semantic dictionary does not require the extraction of an ontology and is hence naturally
faithful. Where source models are not directly involved in Linx4Rail, CDM Governance needs to identify a
process to qualify an import.
It shall be noted that the ontology extracted from each source model was successfully checked for
consistency with Protégé (https://protege.stanford.edu/) and extensions.

8.2 Versioning (of source models)
The CDM is envisioned as a federation of models and, likewise, the Dictionary incorporates knowledge
from multiple source models. As the various sources are independent projects, they are susceptible to
evolution between different versions, subject to the governance processes of these projects. As noted in
7.2.1, the OntoRail knowledge engine has been designed to support concurrent versions of a given source
model in the knowledge graph. That being said, the existence of multiple versions has consequences on
the dictionary when it comes to relations between concepts coming from different source models and,
consequently, may have impact on the CDM governance.

8.2.1 Versioning and relations between concepts: CDM Governance impacts
Besides the dictionary entries they constitute individually and the fact that they can individually be related
to in the Dictionary, the introduction of a new version of a source model into the Dictionary raises some
interesting questions, notably:
-

Can we assume a “similarly named” concept in the new version of a source model retains the same
semantics the concept had in the previous version?
Subsequently, depending on the answer to the previous question, can we safely assume that the
relations that had been established with the said concept in the previous version and a concept
from another model can be “ported” to the said concept in the new version?

From discussions between modelling experts of the source models, it appears preferable to leave the
responsibility to assert whether the answer to the aforementioned questions is YES to a representative
of the source model.
Learning: upon introduction of a new version of an existing source model, the CDM Governance shall
incorporate into its processes some means for a representative of a source model to confirm whether
relations between the said source model and concepts from other models shall be carried forward
towards the concepts present in the new version of the said source model.
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It shall be further noted that some of the source models may not necessarily be directly involved into the
CDM Governance, possibly as a result of being indirect stakeholders whose model is mainly referred to.
Learning: CDM Governance shall somehow incorporate into its processes the handling of source models
for which no representative is a part to the CDM Governance.

8.2.2 CDM impacts (from version to version…)
As such, the Dictionary is somewhat impervious to the versioning of the respective models, except for the
question of the “porting” of the knowledge already accrued on the relations existing towards a concept
of a given version of a given source model to the concept of the same model but with a new version.
Usage of a given version of the CDM may entail “freezing” the versions of the source models’ concepts it
relies on. Upon introduction of a new version of an existing source model, the possible impact on the CDM
shall be investigated for CDM Governance purposes.
Learning: as supporting a federation of models, the CDM Governance shall incorporate into its processes
some means to assess the impact of a new version of a source model.

8.3 A Dictionary geared towards serving the CDM
A key aspect of the CDM building as a federation of models is the ability to identify and qualify the
relations between concepts of two (or more) different source models. The establishment of such relations
would amongst other things contribute in providing digital continuity between models and, as a
consequence, digital continuity between the domains and associated project lifecycle phases the source
models embody.
Such relations may be present in the source models (for example in the form of tagged values within the
source models in UML that would point to an ontology representation of the classes related to) or may
be created through the functionalities outlined in section 10. In either case, wherever possible,
duplication of concepts across source models shall be avoided and appropriate reuse of concepts between
source models encouraged in order to unlock digital continuity across domains and reduce fragmentation
of the digital modelling of the railway system.

8.3.1 hasPublicDefinition
As per the stated intent of the Linx4Rail project to address the fragmented silos and following the spirit
of a federation of models, while not impeding the independent development of the source models,
borrowings from other models shall be properly semantically annotated to enable a digital continuity
between models.
Ontologies offer multiple means to annotate resources (class, properties), including amongst other
rdfs:isDefinedBy2 which is “used to indicate a resource defining the subject resource” though its range can
be “any resource”. An example of possible usage is demonstrated in the following snippet.

2

https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/#ch_isdefinedby
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Figure 13 - Public reference example: tentative usage of “isDefinedBy” to provide access to a
reference URL in an extension to X2R4 in the context of the OPTIMA project
In order to promote publicly accessible resources, it is proposed to introduce a property
ontorail:hasPublicDefinition of type URI as tagged value in UML source models.
Learning: consider adoption of ontorail:hasPublicDefinition property, possibly in combination of
rdfs:seeAlso, as tagged value in UML source models. For example, the ontorail:hasPublicDefinition
property for a given class would point to a IRI; this IRI would provide the publicly accessible definition of
the concept referred to. The picture below demonstrates this aspect for the LegalPerson class in RSM.

This would amongst other things enable auto import of reference from UML source models into the
OntoRail knowledge graph, class matching and potentially allow usage of reasoners.

8.3.2 Built-in documentation
A particular attention needs to be given to adequate documentation for the concepts imported in the
Dictionary as loose semantics would complicate convergence efforts of the CDM. In the same manner
that borrowings from other models shall be properly semantically annotated (see 8.3.1), having an easy
access to a publicly available resource documenting the concepts contained in the Dictionary would
significantly increase the usage of the Dictionary and, consequently, of the CDM.
Learning: publicly accessible resources documenting the concepts of the source models shall be strongly
encouraged.
The various source models imported in the Dictionary have diverse approaches of documentation of their
models, be it through info strings (as done in X2R4), UML element notes (as done in Eulynx, Transmodel
or RSM) or external references.

Figure 14 - Built-in documentation example: usage of “info” and “version” at various levels in an
extension to X2R4 in the context of the OPTIMA project
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Figure 15 - Built-in documentation example: RSM usage of UML element notes (and public
reference though 'iri' tagged value)
Learning: harmonization of means enabling machine-discoverability (for example through appropriate
tagged values) of publicly accessible resources documenting the concepts of the respective source models
would greatly enhance the experience of the users of the Dictionary.

8.4 Extending the Dictionary
As outlined in the following sub-sections, extensions of the Dictionary are mainly foreseen through
extensions of existing source models or incorporation of new sources representative of new domains.
Addition of purely stand-alone new concepts is currently not foreseen in absence of suitable means to
manage proper maintenance of these stand-alone additions.

8.4.1 Introduction of new stand-alone concepts
As part of the review of the initial version of the deliverable D2.2, the question on “manual edits” of the
Dictionary was raised. In the context of a federation of models which individually maintain their own
internal consistency, it appears important to “maintain the integrity” of the source models in order to be
able to maintain compatibility with their future versions.
Depending on the situation, incorporation of new concepts or restructuring may, in the spirit of the
proposed CDM Governance, require a feedback loop into the CDM Governance Technical Committee for
consideration and, ultimately, for liaison with the source models’ representatives.
Learning: the CDM Governance shall incorporate into its processes some means to assess requests to add
new concepts to the Dictionary or to “restructure” existing concepts of the Dictionary in order to maintain
overall integrity of the Dictionary and/or of the CDM.
Stand-alone concepts shall be assessed by the CDM Governance Technical Committee to determine
whether they fit in the scope of an existing source model and / or whether they are representative of a
new domain. Depending on the outcome of the assessment, it may be determined that existing sources
shall be consulted or that the new concept is part of a new domain (see 8.4.2).
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8.4.2 New domains
If the concept belongs to a new domain not covered by suitable existing sources, a new ontology could
be created under request of the CDM Governance which could then be imported into OntoRail. Due
consideration shall however be given to putting in place a long term plan for maintaining that new
ontology to prevent any staleness within the CDM and enable future extensions.
Learning: the CDM Governance shall incorporate into its processes some means to manage new domains.
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Using the Dictionary: browsing

9.1 Search functionalities
As a Dictionary, the ability to search through it is naturally an important feature. Searching in the
Dictionary is implemented at several locations, at the global level (i.e., a search for terms over multiple
sources) as shown in Figure 16 or at the level of an extracted ontology (in particular to help navigate
models that can have more than a thousand classes!) as shown in Figure 17.

Figure 16 – Dictionary: searching across source models

Figure 17 - Dictionary: searching though an extracted ontology
It shall be noted that as source models are in reality graphs (as individual packages may use classes from
another package), classes may appear in multiple packages.
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9.2 Unified tree browser interface over concepts of a source model
The following screenshot presents a concise overview of the unified tree browser interface allowing
consultation of the concepts of the ontology extracted from a source model.

Figure 18 – Dictionary: unified interface to explore a source model
The tree view panel offers an overview of the structure and contents of a source model and can be easily
filtered thanks to the search box. Available enumerations and data types are also made easily accessible.
The object properties panel provides a concise view on the object documentation (where present), on the
class properties and on the relations in which the object appears (domain or range). The cardinality of
these relations is also featured. As can also be seen in Figure 17, the object properties panel features the
“OntoRail” relations, i.e. the relations that have been created using the relations module (see section 10),
thus offering a quick access to the inter-models relations that have already been input into the Dictionary.
The object documentation panel provides a view on the documentation of the object as extracted from
the source model. As noted in 8.3.2, a harmonization (for example through tagged values in UML models)
would facilitate the automated discoverability of the built-in documentation (where present) and would
improve the user experience of consulting the Dictionary.

9.3 Graph browser for context
Figure 19 presents an overview of the visual graph representation of the aggregated ontology. This
representation allows to see concepts in the context of where they appear, whether within the source
model they originate from or in relation to other source models. This allows an interactive exploration of
the knowledge graph allowing to expand (by double-clicking) to gather additional information on a node’s
neighbour, hence facilitating assessing and disambiguating the context of usage of concepts.
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Figure 19 – Dictionary: graph view for contextual exploration of the aggregated ontology

9.4 Parallel browsing
A key tenet of the Linx4Rail project is the ability to establish relations between concepts of different
source models. As such, the Dictionary offers the ability to browse ontologies extracted from different
source models in independent floating windows thus providing flexibility to visualize side-by-side
concepts present in two or more source models and quickly assess in parallel the respective properties of
the concepts and their documentation.

Figure 20 - Dictionary: example of parallel browsing of the Eulynx, RSM and IFC Rail source models
around the concept of "Signal"
As explained in section 9.2 and as can be seen in Figure 20, relations between models for a particular
concept are prominently featured on the object properties panel thus making the user aware of the
presence of related concepts in other models.
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9.5 From browsing to linking
The parallel browsing functionalities (see 9.4) are a key enabler for the usage of the module used to
establish relations (see section 10). Users of the Dictionary that would like to propose a relations between
concepts are expected to consult the contents of the Dictionary based on the functionalities outlined in
section 9 and, upon identification of two concepts they would like to relate, to select each of those
concepts in their respective “tree browser window” and then qualify the relation as explained in section
10.1

Figure 21 - Dictionary: from browsing to linking
The proposed workflow allows users of the Dictionary who simply seek to consult the contents of the
Dictionary to do so while users of the Dictionary intending to establish a relation between concepts can
freely browse around and to move to the relations module once they have properly identified the specific
concepts they want to relate.
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10 Using the Dictionary: establishing relations
Besides consultation of the concepts of the Dictionary (section 9), in order to address the issue of the silos
in the railway digital modelling and in support of the convergence vision embodied by CDM as a federation
of models, a key functionality of the Dictionary is to allow the identification and qualification of relations
between concepts of the Dictionary, in particular between concepts originated from different source
models.
As an example, the following figure captures the existence of similarly named or related concepts around
the notion of “Vehicle Stop” in four of the six source models currently imported in the Dictionary.

Figure 22 - "Vehicle Stop" concept as appearing in RSM, Eulynx, IFC and X2R4
In the above screenshot, candidate relations with a skos:relatedMatch predicate have been proposed
through the OntoRail web application interface between those related concepts.
The present section provides further details on the features in the Dictionary related to establishing (10.1)
and managing (10.2) relations between concepts of the Dictionary. Associated learnings accrued during
WP2 are highlighted. Subsection 10.3 aims at illustrating at a higher level the use of the Dictionary in
support of the CDM.

10.1Establishing relations
The essential feature offered by the Dictionary with regard to establishing relations between concepts
consists in assisting in the creation in the knowledge graph of the OntoRail knowledge engine of a RDF
statement linking two concepts through a predicate taken from a controlled vocabulary. To this RDF
statement are associated certain metadata (such as the author, a timestamp, a freeform comment, a
status, …).
In the current version of the Dictionary, selection of the concepts to be related to one another is done
through the graph browser interface (see section 9.5).
Future functionality planned or considered: during the August 2021 tests campaign, a proposal for offline
creation of proposed relations and bulk upload has been received. This functionality would essentially
provide more convenience and an additional alternative to the current online operation; it will be studied
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and considered as part of possible future functionalities of the OntoRail knowledge engine (see section
12).
The following figure presents the interface:

Figure 23 - Dictionary: establishing relations between concepts (in this example, between RSM and
Eulynx)
The OntoRail knowledge engine has been designed to be flexible when it comes to:
-

the vocabulary that shall be used to qualify relations between concepts and
the status of the candidate relations.

With regard to the vocabulary, as noted in deliverable D2.2:
the choice of vocabulary that shall be used to qualify relations is as of December 2021 still a subject
of discussions. Besides the already proposed vocabulary of a generic nature (skos, rdfs, owl, …) that
can help qualifying, for example, taxonomic relations or class inheritance relations, the need for an
OntoRail-specific vocabulary has also been identified, in particular to recognize situations where a
source model “borrows” a concept from another source model. In general, CDM Governance will
require to formalize and document “somewhere” the vocabulary that shall be used. As it stands,
the Dictionary is providing a flexible framework enabling the users to qualify relations according to
a set of semantic terms that can and will be extended subject to progress in the CDM Governance
work on the matter.
As alluded to in section 8.3, an OntoRail-specific vocabulary (such as ontorail:hasPublicDefinition) appears
essential to materialize the convergence between the source models of the CDM and shall be present
alongside a more generic vocabulary (such as SKOS) but, in any case, this choice of vocabulary shall
somehow be controlled through CDM Governance processes, especially considering that (see section
11.2) the knowledge of the Dictionary could be used to feed decision files used in model transformation.
Furthermore, the OntoRail knowledge engine currently foresees two simple statuses for a candidate
relation, i.e. “Under Review” or “Accepted”. The CDM Governance shall determine whether those simple
steps are sufficient or whether a more “elaborate workflow” is necessary, requiring potentially more
steps.
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Learning: the CDM Governance shall refine and decide upon the controlled vocabulary to be used so that
the Dictionary may reflect it; additionally, the CDM Governance shall determine whether additional
statuses are required to reflect the workflow associated to building a consensus on the relations between
concepts amongst CDM stakeholders.

10.2Consulting relations
Once they have been created, the Dictionary offers functionalities to manage (filter / edit / delete the
relations within the Dictionary; discuss the relation within a forum while building a consensus amongst
stakeholders). Functionalities which may alter (edit / delete) a relation are limited to logged-in users for
traceability purposes.
The following figure presents the essential features related to managing relations within the Dictionary:

Figure 24 - Dictionary : Management of proposed relations for logged-in users
As the number of relations will grow with time, filtering of the relations added to the Dictionary have been
implemented as depicted in the following figure:

Figure 25 - Dictionary: filtering relations between concepts
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10.3Dictionary and CDM: Consolidate, Annotate, Federate, Evolve /
Expand
The Dictionary is foreseen to support the CDM building through four main phases:
•
•
•
•

Consolidate railway domain knowledge
Annotate by establishing relations between concepts, enriched with semantic
Federate models by facilitating establishing a consensus on domains of authorities
Evolve source models by tagging / Expand railway domain coverage

These phases of activity essentially interact as part of an iterative cycle of evolution as depicted in the
following diagram:

Figure 26 - Iterative evolution of the Dictionary in relation to CDM
This diagram is broken down in simpler steps in the subsequent sections.

10.3.1Consolidate phase
At the “Consolidate” phase, the import functionalities (see section 8) of the Dictionary are called upon.
Due to the federated model of models of the CDM, as source models as independent projects are subject
to evolution which can contribute to enriching the CDM, version handling (see section 8.2) is of particular
importance.

Figure 27 - Dictionary and CDM: "Consolidate" phase
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10.3.2Annotate phase
At the “Annotate” phase, source model experts may identify overlap or commonalities between source
models and can use the tools to qualify relations exposed in section 10.1.

Figure 28 - Dictionary and CDM: "Annotate" phase

10.3.3Federate phase
At the “Federate” phase, CDM Governance comes into play to build consensus on the validity and
semantic qualification of the relations envisioned at the “Annotate” phase. Upon building that consensus,
a need for retroaction towards the source models may be identified to reflect that consensus (see notably
section 8.3). The consensus building process may also result in the creation of new annotations, adoption
of new modelling recommendations and, potentially, identification of new modelling needs.

Figure 29 - Dictionary and CDM: "Federate" phase
The arrow in Figure 29 between the Dictionary (as supported by the OntoRail knowledge engine) and
the CDM aims at reflecting that the consensus on relations established at ontology levels between
concepts of different models can result in the enrichment of the CDM (for example, where the concept
of a Signal in the CDM were to initially to be based on RSM/EULYNX, a relation between the RSM Signal
concept and the IFC Signal concept would allow users of the CDM to leverage IFC-related properties
where, before, only RSM or EULYNX properties were available). This may notably reflected in UML-level
tagged values recognizing those relations as mention in section 8.3.
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10.3.4Evolve / Expand phase
At the “Evolve” / “Expand” phase, the cycle closes on itself to enrich source models with new semantics
and the possible work on new domains or new modelling needs.

Figure 30 - Dictionary and CDM: "Evolve" / "Expand" phase
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11 Using the Dictionary: enabling outside usage
Besides consultation of the concepts of the Dictionary (section 9) and edition of relations between
concepts of the Dictionary (section 10), the Dictionary offers ability to export or make use of the
knowledge created through the OntoRail knowledge engine, through two major means: SPARQL querying
and RDF/Turtle file downloads.

11.1SPARQL and federation
The Dictionary features a SPARQL endpoint which can be accessed with the link featured at the top of the
Web Application front page.

Figure 31 - OntoRail: access to the SPARQL endpoint via the web application interface
The SPARQL interface, supporting SPARQL 1.1, can be used for multiple purposes, whether for querying
the knowledge graph or for federation purposes.

11.2RDF/TTL export and decision files
The Dictionary features a page which provides access, on the one hand, to the ontologies extracted from
source models and, on the other, to the OntoRail vocabulary and to the relations that have been created
in Dictionary through the module dedicated to establishing and qualifying relations (see section 10).

Figure 32 - OntoRail: access to file download interface
In particular, the RDF/Turtle file containing the relations that have been created in Dictionary may be used
for further processing, for example to feed the decision files used by WP3. Preliminary developments to
that extent have been started in WP3 but had not yet been completed at the time of issuance of this
document.
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12 Foreseen evolution of the OntoRail knowledge engine
The OntoRail knowledge engine underlies the Dictionary. As a UIC project, its development is expected to
continue irrespective of the end of Linx4Rail WP2.
Amongst the features envisioned at time of issuance of the present deliverable (December 2021), the
following areas of improvement or development are currently foreseen or considered:
-

Import of user-supplied ontologies (assuming they are provided in RDF/Turtle format)
Import of candidate relations that would have been “staged” offline in a different tool (assuming
they are provided in RDF/Turtle format)
Usage profiles
Support of the lexicographic vocabulary for multi-lingual support which could facilitate a more
global adoption of the CDM
Improved UX on search functionalities
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13 The Dictionary as part of LinX4Rail
LinX4Rail is producing a set of models and tools backed by methodology to formalize a railway system
architecture (WP5, documented in deliverable D5.5) and a Conceptual Data Model (CDM) (WP3,
documented in deliverable D3.3) interlinked by strong semantics in a railway dictionary (WP2,
documented in the present deliverable).

Figure 33 - LinX4Rail major deliverables: Dictionary, CDM, System Architecture
The Dictionary exists stand-alone as a consolidated repository of railway domain knowledge extracted
from the source models (EULYNX, RSM, IFC Rail, TRANSMODEL, …) and which can be enriched through
the establishment of semantic relations between concepts of those source models. These semantic links
can then be further used as part of the building of the CDM in support of the federation of UML models
(D3.3) and of the CDM Governance (D5.7).

Figure 34 - LinX4Rail Dictionary: stand-alone and in support of the CDM
Further, as of March 2022, ongoing work in LinX4Rail is exploring relations between CDM and Architecture
(i.e. mapping of architecture components to CDM concepts at PIM or PSM level); if the System
Architecture were to be represented using ontologies, the Dictionary could be used to consolidate those
relations. This is however beyond the scope of WP2 and remains for further study.

Figure 35 - LinX4Rail Dictionary: system architecture representation in ontology?
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14 Conclusion
Based on the OntoRail knowledge engine, the Dictionary aggregates ontologies extracted from several
candidate source models that are considered for federation into the Conceptual Data Model (CDM). The
process of ontology extraction (generally based on XMI exports from Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect
tool) into the aggregated ontology allows to provide a unified knowledge graph which can subsequently
be used to establish relations between concepts originated from heterogenous models and attach precise
semantics to these relations, paving the way for the CDM federation of models (documented in D3.1).
The import of the source models into the Dictionary was also a source of multiple learnings. Although the
ontology extraction from the candidate UML models can be considered successful, it is still important to
keep in mind that an ontology extraction by representatives of the source remains the most appropriate
manner to proceed. Further, to facilitate the convergence between models, it appears important,
wherever possible, to adopt common modelling recommendations and to promote and/or harmonize in
source models the use of URIs towards publicly accessible definitions and reference materials. Finally, the
CDM being a federation of models, processes associated to the CDM Governance (documented in D5.7)
shall take into consideration the need to manage the impacts of the independent lifecycles of the CDM
and of the candidate models to fully benefit from the modelling efforts of the sector.
The Dictionary features various means of consulting and searching through the concepts imported from
the candidate source models. Although the full benefits of the visualization of the dictionary contents
would require the aforementioned harmonization of definition and references, the Dictionary contents
can be browsed efficiently with a concise view of object properties and documentation. In case of
comparison of concepts coming from different source models, this notably allows to quickly disambiguate
the nature and extent of the relation between those concepts.
The interface of the Dictionary also features a relatively straightforward means to identify and
semantically qualify relations between concepts, a functionality at the heart of the convergence efforts
required to realize the CDM vision of a federated model of models. Such candidate relations proposals
can then be managed according to the processes of the CDM Governance to build a consensus between
CDM stakeholders on the exact nature of the relation between the concepts. Upon agreement, a feedback
loop towards the source models can then be put in place, achieving effective progress towards
convergence. The knowledge created on relations between concepts of different source models can also
be leveraged in model transformation processes thus enabling digital continuity across domains and/or
project lifecycle phases. The knowledge created shall be made available to the general public without
barriers to access to further promote the goal of convergence between models.
With the tools in place to browse the contents of the Dictionary and to create new knowledge by relating
concepts to one another, the work of convergence can take place which is expected to require significant
domain expertise, time and efforts from the stakeholders. Associated to the CDM governance processes,
this shall enable digital continuity and thus a reduction in time and efforts of future railway projects.
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